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	Many people want to gain trust or support in business and throughout life, but the true skill is doing so in a charming fashion! Whether you're convincing the boss about your much-deserved promotion or a busy restaurateur to offer a better table, the power of persuasion can help improve and increase your successes.


	Elizabeth Kuhnke, author of the bestselling Body Language For Dummies, guides the reader through easy-to-implement techniques that can turn a timid person into someone bursting with self confidence and the ability to influence.


	Topics covered will include:

	
		The key elements in becoming more persuasive - body language, listening skills, using persuasive words and actions
	
		Finding a common ground and establishing a connection with your audience
	
		Capturing their attention and keeping them interested
	
		Putting yourself across convincingly
	
		Getting things done through others
	
		Identifying the type of person you're dealing with - and responding in an appropriate manner
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AutoCAD 2010: A Problem-Solving ApproachAutodesk Press, 2009

	AutoCAD, developed by Autodesk Inc., is the most popular PC-CAD system available in
	the market. Today, over 7 million people use AutoCAD and other AutoCAD based design
	products. 100% of the Fortune 100 firms are Autodesk customers and 98% of the Fortune
	500 firms are Autodesk customers. AutoCAD's open architecture has allowed...
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Predict Market Swings With Technical AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Predict Market Swings with Technical Analysis
How do professionals on Wall Street earn a living each year by predicting stock prices when efficient market theory claims that stock prices are essentially random and unpredictable? The answer is simple–by using techniques that allow for a stock market that can at times become predictable....
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SamsTeachYourself TweetDeckSams Publishing, 2011

	Do you like to tweet? Or follow other people’s tweets? Are you a heavy Facebook user? Do you like to follow your favorite entertainers on MySpace? Do you network with other business professionals on LinkedIn? If you engage in one or more of these activities, you know how time consuming the whole social networking thing can be. This is...
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Windows Home Server Users Guide (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
If you’re searching for a practical and comprehensive guide to installing, configuring, and troubleshooting Microsofts Windows Home Server, look no further. Inside Windows Home Server User’s Guide, you’ll learn how to install, configure, and use Windows Home Server and understand how to connect to and manage different...
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Microsoft Outlook Programming, Jumpstart for Administrators, Developers, and Power UsersDigital Press, 2002
Microsoft Outlook Programming unleashes the power of Microsoft Outlook, allowing administrators and end users to customize Outlook in the same way that they've used macros and templates to customize other programs like Excel and Word. Experienced developers will find the quick-start information they need to begin integrating Outlook into their...
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Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive ComputingAuerbach Publications, 2007
Despite recent dramatic advances in computer security regarding the proliferation of services and applications, security threats are still major impediments in the deployment of these services. Paying serious attention to these issues, Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive Computing focuses on the increasing demand to guarantee...
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